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7_BE_8E_E7_BB_8F_E5_c107_333277.htm (1) What will you study

in the United States? What do you want to study in USA? I will study

for my Ph。D。degree in Public Policy and Management at the

Hein z School at Carnegie Mellon University。 (2) Why do you go

to Carnegie Mellon University? Why do you choose this University?

Why do you go to this University? Carnegie Mellon University is

one of the best universities in the United States。The Heinz school

ranks first in the area of Public Policy and Management I’ll study

for my P。h。D degree there。 (3) What is your purpose to USA?

What will you do in USA? What are you going to do in the United

States? Are you going to study in USA? Yes⋯。I will study for my

Ph。D。degree at the Heinz School of Public Policy and

Management at Carnegie Mellon University。 (4) What is your

major? I’ll study in the area of Public Policy and Management at

Carnegie Mellon University。 (5) In what aspect of your major will

you study? Supply Chains Management。 (6) Can you say

something about it? What is it? What is it for? Supply-chain

management is a generic term that encompasses the coordination of

order generation, taking, and fulfillment and distribution of

products, services, or information。It is critical, not only to the

success, but also to the survival of any firm。As a discipline, supply

chains management draws on the fields of management science,

statistics, operations research and economics。 (7) When and where



did you get your Bachelor and Master degree? I got my Bachelor

degree at Peking University in 1998。And I just got my master

degree at Tsinghua University。 (8) What are you studying now?

Where are you studying now? What are you doing now? I was

studying at Tsinghua University。My major is Management Science

and Engineering。I did some research in Supply Chains

Management。I’ve just got my master degree。 (9) What did you

do w[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 下一页 100Test 下载频道开通，各类
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